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My current "grand challenge" is disproving the Goldbach Conjecture, which I work on 
after answering late-night e-mails.  Which has me wondering if there is, or should there 
be, an Internet grid for number theory including a really huge and growing data grid of 
the natural numbers -- a REAL grand challenge if ever there was one.  I want to know 
which of the really big naturals are prime, for example, and I want everybody to be able 
to use distributed grid computations to update the data grid as they explore really huge 
numbers.  The data grid could hold the primes, factors of the larger integers where 
storing and transmitting the factors would beat recomputing them, web conversations 
about various integers and their histories and applications, which are perfect numbers, ... 
and of course the soon to be growing number of even numbers which cannot be 
expressed as the sum of two primes. 
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